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Brock knew about Levi.

No matter what powerful background Jacky had, he would be doomed after
crossing Levi!

Moreover, Jacky was targeting the territory in South City, which was a behavior
that the God of War hated most.

They would definitely meet, and Jacky would die!

“Alright. Who’s that man? Tell me, so that I can go to him!” Jacky asked with a
smile.

He believed no one in South City could stop him.

“It’s better you not know! Take my advice, leave South City now!” Brock urged
again.

“Kill him!”

As a man of action, Jacky gave the order to his man, and the masked expert in
white instantly turned into a blur of motion.

Swoosh!

With a flash of the blade, Brock slowly slumped to the ground.

Before he died, he pointed at Jacky and uttered, “So you’re…”



Thud. Brock’s body fell stiffly on the ground.

Apparently, he recognized who Jacky was the moment before he died.

The entire underground boxing arena was in chaos.

“Calm down, everyone! From now on, I’ll take over here! Those who join me
won’t be mistreated!” Jacky shouted.

“At your service, Sir!” hundreds of people shouted at the top of their lungs as they
got down on their knees.

After taking over Jagged Club, Jacky looked at Leslie and asked, “Who’s that
man Brock Green said?”

“I don’t know. I’ve never heard of such a person in South City! I think he made it
up to scare you away!” replied Leslie.

One of Jacky’s men also said, “We’ve checked before coming, Sir. There’s no
such a person!”

“Alright, then. Let’s go to our next stop—the Grandmaster!”

Jacky’s eyes were glinting with cold malice.

It was definitely a night where South City was left to twist in the wind!

A force that suddenly appeared first killed the Stone Buddha and then beheaded
the Grandmaster in a whirlwind!

More than a dozen forces were instantly destroyed in a row!

Twenty-seven underground boxing arenas and hundreds of territories were all
taken over by Jacky.



What happened this time was far more damaging than the fall of Scott’s faction
and Triple Group.

At least, the two previous events did not affect anyone else.

This time, not only were many affected, but Jacky and his party were also
extremely cruel!

Anyone who did not submit would be killed mercilessly!

Within a short period of time, everyone was consumed by panic and fear.

All the powerful families grew anxious as they were worried that troubles would
come to them, and they might be the next one to die.

The fact that both the big shots, Brock and the Grandmaster, were killed showed
just how terrifyingly strong Jacky was.

Most importantly, they did not know the real identity of this force as they could not
find out anything about them!

Leslie and Derek were more in shock than anyone else because they followed
Jacky the entire time he quelled more than a dozen forces.

They even witnessed how Jacky killed Brock and the Grandmaster.

He’s so strong!

Unbelievably strong!

They grew pleasantly surprised.

It’s such a stroke of luck that our family actually gets selected randomly by Jacky.



Jacky asked the Davies to take care of the territories he had taken over, which
was a huge leap forward for them in every aspect.

Jacky was satisfied with his accomplishments tonight, but he was not proud, as if
he had done something commonplace.

Upon return, Jacky made a phone call, and respectfully said, “Master, I’ve wiped
out the underworld of South City according to your instructions! Please give me
your further instructions!”

“Very well. You have free rein to do whatever you want next. Just wait for me to
go to South City myself!” an old voice was heard saying from the other end of the
line.


